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INTRODUCTION
1.1 About us


Meloot is a social commerce platform that runs on the meloot
token (LADA). We are a video and live commerce platform that
converts visitors into buyers more effectively than any other e1
commerce platform out there. You can think of us as a
combination of TikTok and Amazon, combining TikTok’s user
interface with Amazon’s e-commerce capabilities - connecting
people with products they like through videos and livestreams.
Video commerce amounts to 10% of Chinese e-commerce and
is in process of coming to the west which means that there is a
potential 700 billion dollar market that we are creating. 


Meloot token (LADA) powers the first ecosystem of social ecommerce on Cardano. It can be used for buying physical
products, for buying digital products, for promoting content,
for staking, and for governing.

It can be earned by selling products on site or via affiliate
marketing products both on and off site. Allowing people to
conduct transactions without expensive credit card and
payment gateway fees is one of the key benefits of meloot
token. It also gives you the ability to connect, interact and
engage with other users while providing you with an
opportunity to shop. Social e-commerce based on videos has
the biggest conversion rate in all of e-commerce 21,2%!
 We
are supporting the creator economy by giving people the ability
to make content promoting products and thus earning meloot
token. We are proud of our video-based user interface which
will always present you with new videos that will best suit your
interests based on our recommendations algorithm. 
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1.2 Target market


Our Total Addressable market is the e-commerce market which
is more than 4.9 trillion USD. Our serviceable market is live
and video commerce which has only existed for 5 years and
has grown to into a staggering 350 billion USD industry. 


E-commerce is expected to grow at a compound annual
2
growth rate (CAGR) of 14.7% from 2020 to 2027 and the live
commerce market is expected to grow at a rate of 300%. We
also participate in the ads market, we sell ads on our site and In
2019 the online advertising market worldwide was valued at
305 billion US dollars and is projected to grow at a compound
3
annual growth rate (CAGR) of 14,3% from 2021 to 2026. 


Online shopping is one of the most popular online activities
worldwide. Bearing in mind that we are entering a rapidly
growing market that is growing even beyond the projected
rates due to the Worldwide Covid-19 situation, we are confident
that our platform will find its place in the market in no time.
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2

MELOOT APP
2.1 Why now


Covid-19 rapidly transitioned people to online shopping and
laid a foundation that online shopping is in a way an
improvement over brick and mortar stores. Aside from this, the
wide implementation of 4G and 5G technologies finally
enabled features like video commerce and live online
shopping. Prior to this, video commerce just wasn't enjoyable. It
was practically impossible to create a pleasant user experience
due to poor internet connections and the quality of hardware
that we had for this type of ordeal. Today we can stream and
watch videos on our phones and enjoy them like we did with
pictures 15 years ago.



2.2 How it works


Online world is slowly transitioning from pictures to videos and
4
eCommerce must follow suit. By advertising products with
videos, consumers are getting a better understanding of the
products and their use cases which will make it easier to find
wanted products and encourage online shopping. In turn, this
would solve the problem of high return rates where consumers
are returning products because they don't look as they did in
their pictures. Encouraging shopping would be positively
correlated with revenue stream while lowering return rates
would be negatively correlated with costs. Simply said, videos
will increase revenue and lower the costs for online shopping.

Second one is the complexity of the affiliate marketing systems.
In order to affiliate market anything today, you need at least
two apps - one from which you gather products and another
one on which you advertise them. Why not do everything on
the same platform? We are living in a world where a lot of highquality products go unsold while their lower-class competitors
are breaching through the sales roof. We are also faced with a
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significant number of influencers which possess photo and
video editing skills and are also a great conduit for relaying
various messages to their followers. These two are made for
one another and our mission is to bring them together.
Influencers are the sales team of the future that will drive the
next generation of e-commerce by advertising and directly
selling merchant's products on a single platform.


5

Features



Why is our model so different and what are the key features?



Creator marketplace

Merchant marketplace

Live online shopping

Video based

Integrated affiliate system - currently there is not a single  

platform on the market that has integrated the advertising 

and buying process



Creator marketplace



What is affiliate marketing? 



Affiliate marketing is the process by which an affiliate

(i.e.

influencer) earns a commission for marketing another
company's products. The affiliate has an agreement with a
certain business, then they promote a given product and earn a
6

piece of the profit from each sale they make.



According to Business Insider, 15% of e-commerce revenue can
be attributed to affiliate marketing.



An e-commerce merchant wanting to reach a wider base of
internet users and shoppers may hire an affiliate. An affiliate
could be the owner of multiple websites or social media
acounts; the more websites or followers that an affiliate has,
the wider his or her network. The hired affiliate then
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communicates and promotes the products offered on the
platform to his network.


Innovating the current affiliate marketing model


Affiliates on our site are creators who create videos about
products uploaded by merchants. Their job is to create original
videos designed to further improve the understanding of the
product, or to provide a more creative way to advertise its use
cases. Creators can pick a product they wish to affiliate, not the
other way around where the company approaches the user. In
our case, the user is approaching the company.


We're rethinking and decentralizing marketing and promotion
along with the current affiliate model by giving the
advertisement of a given product to the free market of ideas and
user creativity. Why should companies spend ungodly amounts
of funds for a mediocre in-house promotion?


Let the affiliate marketplace sell your product for you free of
charge!


The creators marketplace enables the user to create a video of
a product and post it onto their profile. They can pick any
product on our app and if/when they sell it via their video, they
will earn a commission. Every purchase from their video will
carry an order to the merchant with shipping and other
information.


More on the creators marketplace...


By looking at the content on our platform, users will be able to
see videos related to the product they wish to purchase. They
are designed to give them a deeper insight into their wanted
product and provide them with a better understanding of its
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aesthetics, usage and functionality. Every product can be
bought directly from the video without the need of redirecting
them to other platforms.


Merchant marketplace


The merchant marketplace is one of our two main features. It
goes hand in hand with the Creators marketplace and
supplies products available on our platform. It's a place where
our merchants place products with their original videos and
their price tags. Every product video will appear on the
Merchant's profile page as well as our own merchant
marketplace page. This is extremely important because users
who choose to create videos to sell merchant's products must
choose a product available over the merchant's marketplace.
You can think of it as an automatic inventory - merchants
provide a supply of products available for sale for both them
and the creators. With this in mind, merchants have two ways of
profiting from a single product:



1. When they place their product video onto the platform, it
automatically becomes available on their profile page and the
merchant's marketplace where users can buy the product
directly from that video.



2. Creators can choose to create their original video in order to
sell a product available on the merchant's marketplace. In this
case, the creator makes a video for a desired product and
posts it on his/her profile page and the creators marketplace.
Other users can see that video and purchase the product
directly off it. For every sale made this way, both the creator
and the merchant get their share.


Who can be a merchant?


Any legal or natural person who has a supply of products to
sell. This will take the pressure off them since all they have to 

do is create videos and post them on our platform. We will give
meloot
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them a global reach of users who were previously unavailable
to them along with plenty of creators who can market their
product for them. With the provided user reach and a pool of
creators, we are sure to give them plenty of competing power.


Live online shopping


Livestream shopping is the next big thing to enter the world of
e-commerce. Well at least in the West, it’s already a billiondollar industry in China. This includes influencer markets, live
videos and entertainment whilst promoting products to an
infinite and7 engaged audience online – explaining its
popularity. This brings infomercials into the forefront of
modern-day advertisement – but goes a step further. It makes it
easier, more interactive and more personal to shop online.


To put it simply, livestream shopping offers the ability to
demonstrate and ultimately advertise products to a live, online
audience that can interact in that same live experience.
Promoters directly interact with the customers through an
online video, chat or other features. Because it is live it reduces
the possibility of manipulation of imagery and settings –
allowing the audience to trust confidently in the brand.


Similarly to physical retail, brands are able to develop
interpersonal relationships with their customers. They are able
to immerse themselves without the time pressure with the
guidance of livestream shopping. Not only do brands build
relationships and increase sales, but audiences are also
entertained and engaged. Further proving why livestream
shopping is taking the e-commerce world by storm. Live online
shopping is just an indicator that strengthens the underlying
narrative: e-commerce is switching to video. Our early beta
testing results gave us a staggering 10% conversion rate, which
is approximately 5 times more than traditional picture based ecommerce. With live online shopping average conversion rate
being around 21,2 % the argument is clear: There
is
no
denying
8
the efficiency of a video-based e-commerce.
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Bearing in mind all of the above, meloot plans to be a market
leader in live online shopping in the Western Hemisphere.


2.3. Revenue model


We generate revenue streams from a couple of different
sources within the platform itself. Our starting point is collecting
revenue streams from direct sales of our distributors's products.
This is our most simple revenue stream as it is much like any
other webshop and it will be our main source of revenue until
the implementation of the creator and merchant marketplace.
With the implementation of creator and merchant marketplace,
we will shift our efforts into pushing their sales and making sure
that their videos are generating as much traction and sales as
possible. We will take a percentage of every sale made on our
platform whether it's made by an influencer or a merchant. Our
third source of income are paid ads inside of our platform.


Much like Facebook and Instagram, merchants and influencers
will have the option to boost their posts in order to reach a
larger audience to further promote their videos in exchange for
a certain fee.
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3

MELOOT TOKEN
Meloot tokens are utility tokens, and you can use them in
9
various ways on the meloot app.




3.1 Why Cardano?


Cardano is a public blockchain platform. It is open-source and
decentralized, with consensus achieved using proof of stake. It
can facilitate peer-to-peer transactions and enables the scaling
10
of financial infrastracture needed for e-commerce.



3.2 Creators award programme (HOW TO EARN)


Creators receive rewards for every product they sell. Reward
amounts are determined in meloot tokens (LADA). Influencers
will receive a certain percentage of total sales made through
their content. The percentage received will vary from seven
different variables which we will use to measure the success
rate of both the video and the influencer. Our goal is to:


1. award and encourage content quality, 

2. incentivize video creating - bridging the gap in supply  

and demand between certain videos and categories,

3. encourage relationships formed between influencers and  

their followers,

4. strengthen relationships formed between influencers  

and merchants. 


Using this approach influencers will always earn a starting 3%
(fixed percentage) from their total sales in a given time period
which can be increased to a total of 9% when taking our
Content success rate (variable rate) into account. Below you
will find the variables which make up the Content success rate
and their explanations along with a mathematical explanation
of how this rate is calculated.
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V

=

Number of views


E

=

Engagement rate


G

=

Growth rate


M =

Merchant deficiency 


P

=

Product deficiency 


L

=

View Length


C =

Conversion rate



















Number of views is a metric that is designed to award the
content creator for the number of views that his or her video
has generated. The more views a video has, the bigger the
reward that the influencer will receive. This variable is designed
to award influencers/users for successful videos i.e. viral
videos. 



Engagement rate is a metric which we use to measure the
relationship between influencers and their followers. The better
the relationship between them, the higher the engagement
rate. This consequently leads to higher rewards from us. 



Growth rate is designed to reward influencers that have raised
their number of followers in a given time period. The more
followers they raise in relative terms (by a percentage), the
better the reward. In contrast to other variables, this variable is
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assessed on a monthly basis in form of a monthly rate rather
than a per-video. This means that we will look at the
percentage of follower growth that an influencer has generated
in a month and reward him with extra sales percentage points.
These extra sales percentage points will then transfer onto the
next month and will raise the percentage received from every
sale that he generates in that month. For example, if an
influencer has received an extra 0.5 sales percentage points
for his follower growth in the month of November, all sales that
he makes in December will be awarded with another 0.5 sales
percentage points.


We are well aware that certain topics or products will generate
large amounts of traffic and become widely popular.
Consequently, there will be a number of merchants who will
achieve high sales numbers while some merchants will struggle
to advance their sales due to products not being marketed
efficiently i.e. not having enough videos surrounding them.
Sometimes this is due to low quality of their merchandise,
sometimes their prices are too high and sometimes they’ve just
drowned in an endless supply and most of the time - the
products just aren’t marketed well. Our aim is to help
merchants that are continuously making quality merchandise
for reasonable prices that have so far gone unnoticed. This is
why we are introducing a merchant deficiency metric.
Influencers who choose to create videos for merchants that are
not as popular and don’t have as many videos will receive a
sales percentage reward based on how many videos that
merchant has when compared to others. The fewer videos that
a merchant has, the bigger the reward that the influencer will
receive.



Product deficiency is a metric similar to merchant deficiency
but with small changes. Since our aim is to bring better
representation of products when shopping online, we want to
create a large video database through which customers will be
able to take a detailed look into every product available on our
site. With this in mind, we will award influencers that create
meloot
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content for products that are video-unpopular. The fewer
videos the product has, the better the reward the influencer will
receive. 


View length is a metric that we will use to assess video quality.
The better the video, the more it will be watched and
rewatched. We will measure how much of the video has been
watched and has it been rewatched and transfer that data onto
extra sales percentage points. Videos that have a better view
length will receive more sales percentage points. For example,
a video that has a view length rate of 20% will receive
significantly less sales percentage points than a video that has
a view length of 80%. 


Conversion rate is a metric that intersects the relationship
between influencers and their users with general video quality.
Influencers that have loyal followers will organically have a
better conversion rate (a percentage of views that turn into
sales) while videos that are trendy and of high quality will also
organically have a better conversion rate. The higher the
conversion rate, the more sales percentage points the
influencer will receive as a reward.



When calculating a total percentage of sales that the influencer
will receive per video, we will add together all of these metrics
and then add them to a fixed 3% sales percentage. The sum of
these calculations can equal to a maximum of 9% of total sales,
depending on how the influencer is performing on the metrics
mentioned above. Below you will find an equation that shows
how the total sales percentage is calculated in an automatized
manner.


This is the case when the influencer sells directly over our
platform via their videos. 
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On the other hand, if influencers choose the traditional affiliate
marketing system in which they post links to our products on
other site they will receive only the standard 3%.



3.3 Token utility




Buying products from the site


The primary utility of the meloot token is the ability to buy
products on the meloot site without external payment gateway
11
and credit card fees. This feature is self-explanatory. Buy or
earn tokens via affiliate video creation and acquire the
products of your liking.


Buying Advertisements on the site


Meloot tokens can be used on the site as a means of buying
advertisements. Ads can be used for promoting content i.e.
affiliate videos, generic merchant videos, or anything that the
token owner wants to promote as long as it is in line with
meloot’s user and privacy policy.


Staking 


Meloot tokens can be staked for a fixed time period, people
who stake the meloot token will be able to access extra
12
benefits and earn staking rewards. 


Buying Platform items


Platform items on the meloot platform are badges, stickers and
profile design tools. Platform purchases refer to items or points
that a user can buy for use within the platform ecosystem. The
virtual goods can be bought with LADA or fiat. 
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3.4 Governance


Meloot token will give LADA holders governance rights over
the protocol. Once the governance over the protocol is
transferred to the community, LADA holders will be able to
submit protocol improvement proposals and vote on issues
including:


The rate of issuance of the meloot token;


Lifting the total token supply hard-cap;


Changing the referrals, and staking rewards amount;


Any other community proposals



Voting parameters:


Token holders will need 5% of the total meloot token supply to
submit a governance proposal


10% of the total meloot token supply will be needed to approve
a proposal and reach quorum


The voting period will be set to 1 day


The time lock delay on execution will be set to 7 days
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3.5 Tokenomics

 


Placement parameters


1,000,000,000 Tokens



1. Project (39,7%) - 397.000.000 

2. Liquidity (6,7%) - 67.000.000

3. Private Sale (8,0%) - 80.000.000

4. Pre-sale 1 (4,8%) - 48.000.000

5. Pre-sale 2 (8,8%) - 88.000.000

6. Crowdsale (14,4%) - 144.000.000

7. IEO (0,3%) - 3.000.000

8. Team and advisory (17,3%) - 173.000.000



















17,3%

Team and

advisors

0,3%


39,7% 


IEO

Project

14,4%

Crowdsale

8,8%

Pre-sale 2

4,8%

Pre-sale 1

8,0%

6,7%
Liquidity

Private

Sale
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Token sale details

Private Sale price: 

0,025 USD

Private sale minimum investment:

100.000 USD

Private sale/ Seed Sale tokens:

80.000.000 LADA

Private Sale total raise:

2.000.000,00 USD

Private Sale available:

01/01/2022 - 01/03/2022

Pre-sale 1 price: 

0,04 USD

Pre-sale 1 investment:

5.000 USD - 100.000 USD

Pre-sale 1 tokens:

48.000.000 LADA

Pre-sale 1 total raise:  

1.960.000,00 USD

Pre-sale 1 available:

14/03/2022 - 20/03/2022

Pre-sale 2 price: 

0,045 USD

Pre-sale 2 minimum investment:

1.000 USD - 10.000 USD

Pre-sale 2 tokens:

88.000.000 LADA

Pre-sale 2 total raise:  

3.960.000,00 USD

Pre-sale 2 available:

21/03/2022 - 27/03/2022
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Token sale details

Crowdsale price: 

0,05 USD

Crowdsale minimum investment:

100 USD - 5.000 USD

Crowdsale tokens:

144.000.000 LADA

Crowdsale total raise:  

7.200.000,00 USD

Crowdsale available:

28/03/2022 - 03/04/2022

Total tokens available for sale:

360.000.000 LADA
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Vesting












Team: 12 month cliff, 3 month vesting

Private sale: 10% TGE, 9 month cliff, 3 month vesting

Pre-sale 1: 9 moth cliff, 3 moth vesting

Pre-sale 2: 6 month cliff, 3 month vesting

Crowdsale: 3 month cliff, 3 month vesting

IEO: 3 month cliff

Liquidity: 100% TGE


Project - Special vesting








95.280.000 LADA at 3 months

75.430.000 LADA at 9 months

75.430.000 LADA at 15 months

75.430.000 LADA at 21 months

75.430.000 LADA at 27 months
Token Sale Funds Distribution

2,0%


Charity

25,0%


Operating

Costs

55,0% 

R&D

14,0%

Marketing

4,0%
Legal
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Research and development


Research and development costs total to 55 % of the total
funds allocation. R&D costs consist of wages, equipment,
server, rents costs that are accumulated during the
development of the key features such as Creator marketplace,
Merchant marketplace, Live online shopping, Advertisement
system etc.


Operating costs


An operating expense is an expense a business incurs through
its normal business operations. Operating expenses regarding
meloot mainly include general and administrative costs,
maintenance expenses, inventory costs and insurance.




Marketing costs



Marketing costs is the total expenditure on the marketing
activities. Marketing costs in meloot include campaigning,
promotional events, celebrity endorsement, and market
research. These could be fixed or variable. 





Legal costs


Legal Costs include all reasonable fees and charges of any
counsel, accountants, auditors, appraisers, consultants and
other professionals that the meloot team will be in need of for
the development of the platform and its key features
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4

ROADMAP
2021 Q1

Team assembly 


Company incorporation


Alpha MVP


HZZ (European Structural and
Investment Fund) grant

Q2

Fil Rouge Capital accelerator



Q3

Whitepaper development



Amazon Activate for startups



Beta MVP


Token website development


Supply chain organized


Infobip Startup Venture Tribe 


Q4

Whitepaper published


Token website launch


Suppliers secured




Private sale launch


Launch: Telegram, Twitter, and
Medium communities
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2022 Q1

Meloot App launch


Token sale platform launch



Private sale close


Token sale launch: Pre-sale 1, Presale 2, Crowdsale


Q2

Mainnet deployment


Android application deployment


iOS application deployment


Token release into the supply




Q3

Exchange listing


Merchant marketplace
development


Wallet integration


Market expansion


Creator marketplace deployment


Q4

Advertisement system
development


Vertical supply chain integration
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Partners:



Fil Rouge Capital



Fil Rouge Capital is a Venture Capital investment fund whose
primary goal is to invest in entrepreneurs, start-up, and scale-up
companies.

Meloot secured pre-seed funding from FRC and
13

went throught the Fil Rouge Capital Accelerator Program.



Infobip



Infobip Startup Tribe is a community of startups that Infobip as a
global leader in omnichannel communication recognizes as the
next wave to make a major impact upon the world. Infobip helps
startups and provides them with tools at its disposal to make
14

sure they succeed in their vision and mission.



Infobip Startup Tribe gives us;



Direct access to our advisor experts in their field of expertise;

Direct access to our advisor investors from the most 

reputable global and local VC funds and accelerators;

Direct access to the Infobip Product Sandbox;

Direct access to the Infobip Sales Force around the world;

Eligible to showcase and pitch their startup at the Infobip 

Shift 

conferences around the world;

Direct access to our partner events;

Eligible to use, wherever available, the office space at one of 

the 60+ Infobip offices around the world;

Direct access to our series of education by some of the best 

entrepreneurs and investors in the world.



Amazon



AWS Activate provides startups with a host of benefits including;
AWS credits, AWS support plan credits, and architecture
guidance to help us grow our business.
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Benefits are designed to give the right mix of tools, resources,
and expert support so you can succeed with AWS while
optimizing performance,
managing
risk,
and
keeping
costs
15
under control.


EU-Startups


EU-Startups.com is the leading online publication with a focus on
startups in Europe. The Vision/Mission of EU-Startups is to
connect the European startup scene
and
to
encourage
16
entrepreneurship within Europe.



UBIK - Croatian Association for Blokchain and
Cryptocurrencies


Creating a focused and strong community of people involved in
the blockchain and crypto domain in Croatia and the
surrounding area. Providing relevant information, education and
knowledge within blockchain technology, cryptocurrency
mechanics and the overall
market
to
the
general
public
and
the
17
associations members.



Suppliers:


L’Oréal 


L’Oréal has set itself the mission of offering all women and men
worldwide the best of cosmetics innovation in terms of quality,
efficacy and safety.


Brands: Lancome Paris, Giorgio Armani beauty,
YVesSaintLaurent, Valentino, Ralph Lauren, Diesel, Loreal paris,
garnier,
Maybelline
New
York,
La
Roche
Posay,
Matrix
and
many
18
more.
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BigBuy


BigBuy is a B2B wholesale platform specialising in the supply of
a multitude of products to customers that sell on the online
channel throughout Europe. BigBuy specialises in Dropshipping
and in the wholesale of large quantities. BigBuy's competitive
advantage is its value-added services, its advanced logistics and
19

its powerful technology.
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5

TEAM AND ADVISORS
CEO

Ivan Milutinović

CTO

Jurica Papak

VP of Engineering

Iva Jurković

COO

Adrian Poznić
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CFO

Saša Stipić

CDO

Lucija Kosina

DevOps

Ivan Ivanković

Full-Stack Developer

Vito Žuvanić
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Advisor

Mili Ibrulj

Advisor

Krunoslava KosinaMilutinović
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6

RISKS
Regulatory risks


The adoption of new laws regulating cryptocurrency turnover
and the implementation of token sales worldwide is just
beginning. Meloot warns contributors that it is not responsible
for possible changes in the project in the event of a possible
restriction on cryptocurrency projects and tokensales in
different jurisdictions.


Blockchain technology is a recent development, and the
technical and legal issues associated with it are virtually
unregulated or nonexistent. Meloot notes that it is not
responsible for possible adoption of laws regulating blockchain
technology by any country that would adversely affect the
development of the project or the entire crypto industry.



Technological risks


An open protocol creates additional risks for the development
of meloot. A platform can be a target for cyberattacks that will
have a negative impact on its cost, reputation, tools, and
customers personal data. The team will engage every resource
at its disposal to ensure the project's safety, but notes that it is
not impervious. The creation of a blockchain platform in the
area of e-commerce is a new challenge requiring human
resources and the necessary material and technical resources.

There is a risk that it will require more contribution to develop
than is anticipated at the current stage. In addition, there is a
risk that the necessary expertise to successfully launch the
project could not be attracted.
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Financial risks


Contributions in companies, cryptocurrency and various
20
tokensales are considered high-risk. Contributions in meloot do
not guarantee income. There is a risk of incurring serious losses.


The LADA token is used as an exchange tool between all
members of the meloot platform to pay for advertising and
cosmetic/utility content. It does not provide the right to vote or
the right to property in meloot Inc. The platform does not
translate LADA tokens into fiat currencies and is not responsible
for the fluctuation of the LADA token if it is listed on third-party
exchanges. Cryptocurrencies currently have a high volatility.
Financial losses are possible in the event of acute fluctuations in
cryptocurrency or fiat currencies. If any jurisdiction implements a
law with adverse effects on the crypto industry, translation of
tokens to fiat currency could become difficult or impossible.
When tokens are exchanged to fiat, the relevant services could
charge a commission and the government of the relevant
jurisdiction could mandate payment of taxes.


If new laws are enacted in any of the world's jurisdictions, there
is a risk that contributors will be obliged to pay taxes or
additional charges against any funds contributed in the meloot
token.


After contributing in the token sale and before the launch of the
Affiliate marketing system, contributors could lack the ability to
use tokens in any way or sell them.



Industry risks


The meloot team does not guarantee successful project
development or a return on contribution. Competition in the field
of e-commerce continues to grow. Alternative projects could be
successful, which will have a negative impact on the position of
meloot contributors.
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